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All the Little Objectiles is the last event of Gabi Dao’s two-part Slow Wave series. Composed by Michelle Helene Mackenzie, All the Little Objectiles is a
sound installation featuring a collection of site-specific sonic works distributed
throughout the Western Front. These pieces are “works” in the sense that they
labour away in the air of each room; each attempts to open a sonic space within
an architectural one, to load a “right here” with a historically inflected “elsewhere” while considering the architecture of the Western Front as a compositional skeleton for a sonic homage.
It is hoped that as listeners drift from room to room, the various soundscapes
will merge into a multi-dimensional soundhouse ripe for aural conjuring, temporal hopscotch, and the colliding of parallel dimensions of unrealized and unheard sonic histories, past and future. These works were fashioned within and/
for for their respective sites, and include solo compositions as well as the amplified, tweaked and ever-prophetic sounds and voices of Daphne Oram, Yoko
Ono, Delia Derbyshire, and various other artists. The works are “feeling spaces”
as much as they are “thinking spaces”, loosely connected so as to grant listeners
great liberties of association as they traverse and re-traverse the building-wide
installation. All that is demanded of the listener is a willingness to float about.
Michelle Helene Mackenzie is a writer and artist born on unceded Coast Salish
Territories. Mackenzie completed a BA in Communication and the Humanities
at Simon Fraser University, after which she enrolled in the graduate Program in
Literature at Duke University. While there, she became interested in French literatures of necrophiliac-agonies, the possibilities of sounding the unheard hills
of banshee-perturbations, and the cultural amnesia that devours female genius.

Amidst the clock, the typewriter and the silence
there was an ear listening, large, pink and dead.
Clarice Lispector

Gabi Dao is an artist and organizer. Her work begins by examining the complexities of identity formation and processes mediated by dominant representations
of contemporary culture through objects, media and the circulation of knowledge. She questions these representations alongside their modes of production
and distribution by inserting anecdotes of personal biography in order to produce alternative narratives through installation, sculpture, sound and writing. A
founder of Avenue and Duplex, DIY studio collectives and project spaces; she
has sparticipated in exhibitions and produced projects at 221A, Artspeak, Spare
Room, Western Front and the Nanaimo Art Gallery.
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* In the year 1922, the Knights of Pythias built a hall and social club at 303 8th
Avenue in Vancouver, BC. It was in this lodge hall that the fraternal organization
and secret society would convene until the year 1972, at which point eight artists
purchased the building. Within a year they had moved in and renamed it The Western Front.
*Poem from Yoko Ono’s Grapefruit: A Book of Instructions and Drawings
*Still Point is the early unrealized 1948-1950 composition by avant-garde electronic
musician and BBC Radiophonic Workshop co-founder Daphne Oram. Had the
BBC not rejected her proposal, Oram’s piece —written for “double orchestra” and
including microphones, 78rpm discs and modified recordings—would have accompanied live orchestra in the first performance to pair electronic manipulation with
acoustic instrumentation, predating the experimentation with sampling and turntable manipulations to come in the second half of the twentieth century.
* From Stuart Isacoff ’s Temperament.

i. basement plan
The subterranean is best oceanic, dissoluble.
It is 1962.
It is 1942.
It is 1972.
It is an ocean.
Typhoon Freda made a muse of things yesterday. Trunks like spirited
limbs were greedy for the breaking of lines. The houses splayed open
and electronic sound patterns spiraled forth like boiling tongues.
hwah chtttt
ssszzz ttttttt
hwah chtttt
ssszzz ttttttt
Her gifts opt to cut rather than engulf, to direct us toward our permeability. Their sound spreads violence like butter and Yoko asks, what
will they take?
Daphne Oram attends a seance. She is seventeen. Leslie Flint conjures a voice which whispers of Oram’s musical ingenuity, of the orbits
to come.
Time is sounding.
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ii. main plan

iii. second plan

Still, the silence of the great mislaid performance
glares at its attenuators. Its electronic manipulations whirl the coiling orchestra in and out of time.
Silence before silence, silence before 4’33 claimed it.

The first time traveller was silent.

A boiler room is in Pythian* waning as an individual note wanders
across the ocean and an Ocean Child composes a voice piece for soprano:
Scream.
Against the wind
Against the wall
Against the sky*
Still Point*, still, invisibly boiling. Medieval universities, pointing to
the ancient Greeks, taught of music’s direct relationship to a perfect
knowledge, taught of music as the sensual renderer of magical proportions and geomotrical ideals*. Oram stands at the head of the
orchestra. She is twenty-three. Her loops spiral unknowable portals
through lines and their measures.
Her recorded symphony stretches and compresses time, punctures
the live orchestra’s claim to presence, liquifies the ground upon which
sixteen men face one another in another future, a-line fraternal order
deframed and deboned.
It is their last year.
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